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- HEINEKEN Nederland manages dozens of sites
- They host multiple campaigns in parallel

Before 2017



- Reusable campaigns, centrally managed
- Applicable in all sites (independent from CMS used)
- Out-of-the-box or fully customizable
- Enter product codes or pictures of receipts
- Raffle, direct win and locally collected 

What they want







Architecture



- Campain isolation
- Fast
- PaaS / SaaS

Code storage 
requirements



- One campaign = one collection
- Usage is isolated, no influence between campaigns
- Campaign data can be destroyed effectively
- Costs are contained per campaign

Azure Cosmos DB

Dedicated resources per campaign



- Scaling x25 when loading millions of records
- Cosmos can be allowed to partition (shard) 

automatically when necessary
- We don’t do multi-region

Azure Cosmos DB

Scaling for import



AZURE COSMOS DB VS. 
OTHER DB’S



- One large database, or set up sharding yourself

VS. Relational databases

Azure Cosmos DB vs. other DBs



- No easy way to create dedicated resources per 
campaign without new deployment

VS. Table Storage

Azure Cosmos DB vs. other DBs



- Pricing
- Needed custom development

VS. third-party solutions

Azure Cosmos DB vs. other DBs

- Pricing
- Needed custom development

VS. third-party database providers



Azure Cosmos 
DB - features

- Multi-API
- Global availability if so desired
- Everything is indexed



- 400 RUs minimum = 20 euro / month
- Up to 10.000 RUs on a fixed storage collection

Azure Cosmos DB – pricing 

The cost to read 1 kb item is 1 Request Unit (RU)

- RUs per collection or RUs per database

Since recently



Cosmos DB -
Findings

- Tests on imports
- 0.5 M codes from blob storage to 

database

Database type

Azure SQL DB 53 seconds

Cosmos DB (400 RU, Mongo DB driver) 28 minutes

Cosmos DB (10000 RU, Mongo DB driver) 5 minutes

Cosmos DB (10000 RU, Mongo DB driver + partition 

support)

8 minutes



API 
Management

- Seperate access keys
- Throttling, logging per user account
- Documentation in the portal itself

User portal



Often set up as a shared service for many projects

API Management



UMBRACO AS MODULAR CMS



Umbraco as modular CMS

- Customized UI and logic
- Using Umbraco for framework, 

authentication



Umbraco as 
modular CMS



Umbraco as 
modular CMS



- ASP.NET Framework
- Angular 1.1.5

Umbraco as 
modular CMS – findings 



- No more manual checks thanks to AI!
- Easily integrated in all sites in minutes
- Power of the cloud: use resources when needed, delete when not
- GDPR compliant by design

Ticking all the boxes


